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Case Synopsis

 CEO introduces Economic Value Added

 EVA consists of 3 elements: EVA centers, EVA drivers, 

and an EVA-based incentive program

 Several stumbling blocks – resistance from senior 

managers, difficulty of managing large number of EVA 

centers, and unexpected bonus adjustments

 Focuses on one business unit 

 Sudden exit of a competitor produces an unexpected 

one-time ‘windfall’ in earnings

 Resulting in bonus payout issues(?)



Case Issues? 

 All listed in page 8

 2000 EVA for the North American Dermatology division

 2000 EVA bonus payout for a manager

 2001 EVA and estimated bonus payout for the same 

manager

 What would you recommend Mr. Vedrine?



Case Theory

 EVA is one of the tools that companies use to link their 

internal profit performance to the expectations of external 

financial market constituents …

 It is a residual income concept … subtracts shareholders’ 

expected return on capital from company’s accounting 

profit [… also it is a objective measure]

 Bonus: Emphasis is not on absolute EVA in one year but on 

‘difference’ in EVA results from year to year

 Complications: number/type of EVA centers, appropriate 

accounting adjustments in computing EVA, EVA target, EVA 

interval, design of EVA bonus bank







Taxes = 35% of (PBT + Goodwill Amortization)







Discussion

 Why Mr.Vedrine has chosen to implement an EVA system? 

 It introduces balance sheet accountability to managers

 The cumulative bonus bank feature is a feature to support 

long-term focus

 Should give full bonus for FY 2000

 OR, propose modification of the EVA program

 Motivation effects of the windfall in 2000 and negative EVA 

in the foreseeable future



Organizational Design Issues

 EVA center feasible only if each center has its own balance 

sheet (… often … lower levels do not have)

 Artificially constructing balance sheet runs into problems of 

asset allocation of shared resources, transfer pricing, and 

currency fluctuations

 So reduce from 15 to 4

 Responsive measures: measures over which they have 

day-to-day control

 So, Mr. Verdines goal of single global EVA center is 

questionable




